
Healthy Relationships 

Communication is a key part to building a healthy relationship. The first step is making sure you 

both want and expect the same thing—being on the same page is very important. The following 

tips can help you create and maintain a healthy relationship: 

Speak Up. If something is bothering you, it is best to talk about it rather than holding it in. 

Respect Your Partner. Your partner’s wishes and feelings have value. Let them know you are 

keeping their ideas in mind. Mutual respect is essential in maintaining healthy relationships. 

Compromise. Disagreements will occur, but it is important to find a way to compromise if you 

disagree on something. Try to solve conflicts in a fair and logical way. 

Be supportive. Offer reassurance and encouragement to your partner. Also let them know 

when you need their support. Healthy relationships are about building each other up, not 

putting each other down. 

Respect each other’s privacy.  Just because you are in a relationship, does not mean you have 

to share everything or constantly be together. Healthy relationships require space. 

Healthy Boundaries 

Creating boundaries is a good way to keep your relationship healthy and secure. By setting 

boundaries together, you can both have a deeper understanding of the type of relationship that 

you and your partner want. Boundaries are not made to make you feel trapped. They are not a 

sign of secrecy of distrust but rather an expression of what makes you feel comfortable.  

Examples of healthy boundaries are: 

Go out with your friends without your partner. 

Participate in activities and hobbies you like. 

It is not necessary to share passwords to your phone, email, or social media accounts. 

 

Healthy Relationship Boosters 

Even healthy relationships can use a boost now and then.  A boost may help if you feel 

disconnected or the relationship has gone stale.  If so, find a fun and simple activity you both 

enjoy like going on a walk, drive or trip and use that time to talk about what you have in 

common and the positives of the relationship.  

 

What Is Not a Healthy Relationship?  

Unhealthy relationships are based on power and control, not equality and respect. In the early 

stages of abusive relationships you may not think that insults, jealousy, yelling, humiliation, or 

pushing are bad, but they come from attempts to gain power and control.  Remember abuse is 

always a choice and you and your partner deserve to be respected. Abuse of any type is 

unacceptable.  

 

 



If you think you relationship is unhealthy, it is important to think about your safety now. 

Consider these points as you move forward: 

 

Understand that a person can change only if they want to and have confidence that they can. 

You can’t force your partner to change their behavior if they do not think that they are wrong. 

 

Focus on your own needs. Take care of yourself. Pay attention to your stress levels and take 

time to get enough sleep and be with your friends or family.  If you find that your relationship is 

draining or scaring you consider getting professional help.  

 

Connect with your support systems. Abusers often try to isolate their partners. Talk to others 

and make sure that you are getting the emotional support you need. Call centers or team 

assistance counselors are available when you are ready to talk.  

 

If you are thinking about breaking up, get some advice from others first. Remember that you 

deserve to feel safe and accepted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


